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Privilege 9
Have a pet!
Part of a Custodian Guardian's duty is to live in harmony with animals.
A 'Custodian Guardian family' will incorporate animals into their family.
These animals are known as pets. They are trained, cared for and loved.
Pets are to be no danger to the community, the Habitat and it's wild life.
Pets are non poisonous. Pets are not predators. Pets are not wildlife.
Pets are no bigger then a small dog. Pets can't fly.
Mammal pets are desexed. Only licensed breeders can
breed. Unlicensed breeding, MS R3 for each animal.
Mammals are not just kept inside but get outside exposure.
Dogs and their carers have to complete obedience training.
Failing to do so, MS R1. Large dogs are not used as pets.
Breach, large dogs are taken from owner, MS R1. Only
small dogs live in Cluster homes.
Cats are predators and like to roam making them unsuitable
as pets, breach, MS R3. Flying birds need to be free to fly.
Making them unsuitable as pets, breach, MS R2.
Cluster homes allow small: Aquarium, terrarium, small
dogs. Don't allow: Birds, cats, poisonous, domestic animals, anything that is larger than a small dog, no breeding. Creatures that are a threat to tenants and or habitat.

Aquarium
Aquarium part of the Custodian Guardian education
system. Every SmeC, PHeC have Aquarium. Children
are taught Aquarium maintenance. Cold water and
Tropical fish are most suited for cluster homes.

Terrarium
Terrarium are part of the C.G. education system.
Every SmeC and PHeC have Terrarium. Children are
taught terrarium maintenance. Small terrarium are
most suited for cluster homes.
Pets are allowed to behave natural. Before getting a
pet owners are to educate themselves about how their
pet behaves natural. Ignorant pet owners may force
pets to behave unnatural. This is cruelty to pets.
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Cruelty to Pets
Keeping 1 pet without it socializing with it’s own kind is cruel.
Mutilating: clipping ears, tail,... MS R2 for each animal!
Hurting: beating, kicking,... MS R2 for each animal!
Fashion fur trimming. Painting fur, skin, dressing them up. Treating
them as human, not to be themselves. MS R2 for each animal!
Torturing: bait, lab animal,.. MS R3 for each animal!

Breeds: Pugs, English, French Bulldogs are bred with
evermore flat faces. Pet owner are attracted to the flat
face for its childlike resemblance. The inbreeding results in side effects. Breathing problems have dogs collapsing during hot weather, heart disease due to poor
breathing. The dogs suffer their whole life, because of
human cruelty. Pet owner think the breathing difficulty are charming
personality features. This type of breeding ends, MS R4 for each animal! Shun and Shame owners!
Animals are also part of, 'C.G. Free Education' and 'Teach and Learn'.
Some are domestic animals, others are pets. Not wildlife.
SmeC: New born club, Basic School, Girl's only
School, Family College all have pets. Looked after by
educators, mothers, scholars. SmeC also have farm animals and Sanctuary wildlife studies.
PHeC: Boy's only school, Apprentice College, Technical College, Leadership College, Leadership Camp all
have pets. Looked after by scholars, educators and fathers. PHeC also have farm animals and Sanctuary
wildlife studies.
1 God is waiting to hear from you !

Pet Prayer

Celebrate Pet day 11.3.7. NAtm

Dear 1 God, Creator of the most beautiful Universe
Your most humble faithful custodian guardian (1st name)
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Thanks you, for the joy of Pets
I shall train, care for and cherish all pets
I endeavor to be a responsible caring Pet keeper
I shall protect Pets from cruelty and mistreatment
For the Glory of 1 God and the Good of Humankind
This prayer is used on Pet Day or whenever needed.

Pets are a responsibility! Neglected pets anger 1 God!
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